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NEilD TO EXTEND THE DEFINITION OF AGGRESSION IN THE LIGHT OF 
THE PRESENT INTERNATIONAL SITUATION 

Letter dated 15 August 1975 from the Charge d'affaires a.i. of the 
Perma!_!_e!i(J'lfss-ion of Af~hanistai_.!_o the United Nations addressed 

to the Secretary-General 

Upon instruction from my Government and in accordance with rule 14 of the 
rules of procedure of the General Assembly, I have the honour to request the 
inclusion in the agenda of the thirtieth session of the General Assembly of an 
item entitled "Need to extend the definition of aggression in the light of the 
present international situation". 

In accordance with rule 20 of the rules of procedure, an explanatory 
memorandum is annexed to this request. 

(Signed) M. A. lv. SIDDIQ 
Charge d'affaires a.i. 

75·-16171 / ... 
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l. In accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, Member States must 
refrain in their relations from the threat or use of force in the resolution of 
their differences or other actions inconsistent with the purposes of the Charter. 

2. The main purposes of the United Nations are the maintenance of international 
peace and security, and the prevention or suppression of threats to peace and 
security and acts of aggression. 

3. The definition of all forms of aggression is therefore of considerable 
importance to the maintenance of international peace and security, and the need 
to expedite the codification of all forms of aggression has been generally 
recognized. 

4. The Special Committee on the Question of Defining Aggression, established 
pursuant to General Assembly resolution 2330 (XXII) of 18 December 1967, has been 
successful in establishing a definition of armed aggression which was approved 
by the General Assembly at its twenty-ninth session (resolution 3314 (XXIX)). 
However, in our view, the Special Committee was unable to accomplish its full 
mandate under resolution 2330 (XXII), which was to define all forms of 
aggression, as recommended by the General Assembly. Therefore, the Government of 
the Republic of Afghanistan has found it necessary to propose the renewal of this 
item and its inclusion in the agenda of the thirtieth session of the General 
Assembly. 

5. Paragraph 3 of resolution 2330 (XXII) read as follows: 

"The General Assembly, 

'''3. Instructs the Special Committee, having regard to the present 
resolution and-the international legal instruments relating to the matter 
and the relevant precedents, methods, practices and criteria and the debates 
in the Sixth Committee and in plenary meetings of the Assembly, to consider 
all aspects of the question so that an adequate definition of aggression may 
be prepared and to submit to the General Assembly at its twenty-third session 
a report which will reflect all the views expressed and the proposals made;" 

6. In the course of the sessions it held until the twenty-ninth session of the 
General Assembly, the Special Committee achieved substantial success in defining 
and outlining acts which qualify as aggression, especially with regard to armed 
aggression. There is no doubt that, in the process of codifying different types 
of aggression, priority should have been given to armed aggression and the direct 
use of force, as was the case in the proceedings and final conclusion of the 
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Special Committee after seven years of consideration of this item. But it is our 
vie>r, taking into consideration the provisions of resolution 2330 (XXII), that the 
definition of aggression should be expanded to include all methods of force and 
coercion, direct or indirect, including economic and political pressures. For 
example, actions such as economic and transit blockades imposed on countries 
rendered vulnerable because of their disadvantageous geographical situations, could 
lead to consequences similar to those of armed aggression. On this basis, the 
Government of Afghanistan, along 'Crith other land-locked countries, >ras hopeful 
that due consideration would have been given to this form of aggression involving 
the blockade of access routes used in the exercise of their right of free access 
to and from the sea, as has been specified in the case of the blockade of the ports 
and coasts of coastal States, outlined in article 3 (c) of the definition of 
aggression adopted at the t>renty-ninth session of the General Assembly, by the 
armed forces or other actions of another State, irrespective of a declaration of 
>rar. 

7. Such cases of aggression, which are of significant importance, unfortunately, 
have not been included in the definition of aggression approved by the General 
Assembly at its t>renty-·ninth session. It is for this reason that the Government 
of Afghanistan >rishes to add this item to the agenda to be considered at the 
forthcoming session of the General Assembly. Our purpose is the reneual of this 
item and the establishment of an ad hoc committee for defining other forms of 
aggression as outlined by GeneralAss-embly resolution 2330 (XXII). 

8. It is the earnest hope of the Government of Afghanistan that its proposal 
for the addition of this item will be endorsed for consideration by the General 
Assembly at its thirtieth session. 




